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A: This isn't really a rails question, but more an issue with Windows. From the description of your error, it seems like you've
probably misconfigured the path to Python within Windows. Here's a list of the more common Windows paths to Python:

C:\Users\YourUserName\AppData\Local\Programs\Python\Python35
C:\Users\YourUserName\AppData\Local\Programs\Python\Python35\python C:\Program Files (x86)\Python\Python35

C:\Program Files (x86)\Python\Python35\Scripts Out of those, I would recommend going with the C:\Program Files
(x86)\Python\Python35\Scripts path. Another common location is

C:\Users\YourUserName\AppData\Local\Programs\Python\Python35. This is probably where your Python binary is, so I would
look at that too. You might also want to try downloading Python and checking to make sure that you have the Python.app file

and the Python.exe file in the same path. If they're both different, you might be missing a few important files. The present
invention relates to a method of controlling the working of a thread winding machine for synthetic fibers such as those of

polyamide yarn. It is known that at least some such winding machines are constructed to include a plurality of spindles, the
rotating of each of which is controlled by a spindle drive in accordance with the density of thread winding required on a

traveling package. The braking of each spindle, which normally occurs between each complete revolution, is controlled by a
braking drive. This braking drive actuates in response to a signal emitted by a braking sensor, which is itself controlled by a yarn

density sensor situated on a package tube containing the wound package. Known solutions therefore involve the use of at least
two different sensors, one of which controls the braking and the other of which controls the spindle drive, so that it can be

assumed that the signals emitted by these two sensors are matched to one another. This solution presents a certain number of
drawbacks, in particular in that it may prove to be difficult to suitably match the two signals emitted by the two sensors. This is

due particularly to the fact that they are situated on a single side of the winding machine, while the drives are situated on the
opposite side. Furthermore, in a case where the sensor fails, the two
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